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This is the third Technical Progress Report for DOE Contract 
EC-77-C-03-1543, "Fundamental Characterization of Alter.hate FuelEffects 
in Continuous Co=bustion Systems." It includes brief descriptions ef 
~peri=ental a,ud analyticzl information generated during months 
s~vez through nine of the program. Experimental information was generated 
By ~on Resear=h and Engineering Company (EK&E) and analytical work was 
performed by Science Applications Inc. (SA!). Dr. Ra}~ond Edelman is 
responsible for activities at SAI. ER&E is the prime contractor for this 
program and is responsible for overall program direction and performance. 

The data and findings of our cork during this quarter must be 
regarded as preli?_inary. }:uch further analysis and confirming data will 
be provided d'dring the balance of the first program year. Consequently, 
the description of progress contained herein is of a general nature. 
The first year Interim Report will provide a full, detailed accounting 
of the tech~.ical data, analysis, interpretation, and conclusions. 

Willi -~m S. Blazo:~ski 
Principal Inves Zigator 
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INTRODUCTION 

Alternate fuels derived from coal, oil, shale, a~d-'tar sands 
are expected to play an increasingly important role in meeting the future: 
national energy demand. ~he properties-of these fuels can result-in 
significantly different combustion performance compared[ with conventional : 
Specification fuels. For example, decreased hydrogen content can result 
in increased flame luminosity and exhaust smoke emission, higher fuel hound 
nitrogen can result in increased NO x e~.~isslons, and fuel impurities can 
result in deposition within the combustion device. Although additional 
refining and fuel treatment can mitigate these problems to some extent, 
the approach of adapting the combustion system to utilize fu-~Is having 
"unconventional" properties while operating in an environmentally acceptable 
manner seems to be most cost effective and energy efficient. Thisprogram 
%'ili provide vie_ai fundamental information necessary for the efficient 
Pursuit of this approach. 

The subject program is a multi~year effort to provide an improved 
fundamental understanding of the relationships between fuel properties and 
combustion characteristics and to develop analytical modeling/correlation 
capabilities for the prediction of fuel effects. ~ne ~ork will be limited 
to investigation of alternate liquid and "gaseous fuels used in continuous 
combustion systems, with gas turbine systems receiving special attention. 
The program philosophy is to relate fundamental combustion phenomena td 
fuel ch.~racteristics using analytical models develop&d with and eventually 
verified by data obtained in carefully designed e~.~erlments. Consequently, 
the program will proceed along two perallel paths, modeling a~d experimental. 
EE&E will be responsible for overall program direction and experime~ntation, 
while Science-Applications, Inc. (SAI) will be responsible for analytical 
modeling under subcontract to ER&E. 

Effort during the first phase of this program (to be undertaken 
in the first year) will provide a well-developed plan for subsequent years 
of the program. Key combustion properties and ranges of fuel variatio~ of 
interest tO our subsequent efforts will be surveyed. Experimental work will 
inc/ude the utilization of unique ER&E eAger/mental equipment=for=evalU-a'~ibK :~-'- 
of fuel combustion characteristics. The analytical modeling effort will 
include new applications of quasi-global modeling techniques as well as 
predictions of and comparisons with the experimental results generated. 
Efforts durin E the second two years of this programwill c~ncentrate on 
solving ~he problems identified using the approaches defined in Phase I. 
These efforts will be characterized by the broad application of experimental 
combustion facilities available at E..&~. The SAI modeling work will not 
only attempt to better describe chemical and physical phe~nomena, but will 
also provide valuable guidance concerning the design of experiments. This 
cooperative, iterative procedure will optimize the improveme.uts to funda- 
mental.understanding and the generation of an analytical model during this 
pro~r~m. 
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Tasks 1 and 2 of the first year of this effort were completed in 
Tannery ~ith the Task 1/2 presentati=~o DOE representatives on the 12th 
and the submittal of the first Technical Progress Report. The report pro- 
vides bac~ound information which describes the current understanding of 
ml~ernaZe fuel effects in gas turbines. A survey of am,=~ytical model 
capability for prediction of fuel effects in continuous combustion systems 
~as provided and sections on computational methods" for recircu!ating reac~- 
ing flows, ~urbulent flow model~ng ~ and the phenomena of unm~xedness, 
~roplet and spray combustion, ~ndfuel decomposition and combustion ~ere 
included. Key Eechn!cal areas requiring additional study and analysis 
have b~en identified and ~rioritized. The presentation s-~arized this 
!zforma=ion~-~_ddescribed current planning of the second and third program 
years. An expan£ed program involving more concentrated effort and larger 
scale ~xperimentation is envisioned. 

The s~cong Tec:r~icai Progress Keport concerned initial experi- 
mental and analytical info~aation generated during months four through 
six. The subjec= report concerns ~onths se,~en through nine during~hich 
additional experimental info_~natio~ ~¢~s developed. 

Experimental Develop=ent_____ss 

A very active ~-perimental program employing the Exxon jet-stirred 
combustor (see Technical Progress Repor= No. i) was conducted during the 
third quarter cf this first year of the subject contract. Studies of the 
soot formation characteristics of ethylene and toluene weft. conducted and 
signifioan- differences bet~:een these two hydroaarbons were i:eund. Other 
hydrocarbon types ware studied and a zareening procedure was ad63ted to 
e~.:amfr, e a large number of fuels. Finally, qualitative ee:plana=ion" bf lean 
blowout and lean reactor operating characteristics has been realized "Ecd 
the basis for quantitative evaluation of reactor surface effects and quam~- 
global kinetics under lean operating conditions has been established. 

Ethylene Soot Porma~-ion 

Studies of incipient soot formation limits with ethylene as the 
fuel were conducted during this quarter. These investigations were 
intended to satisfy the following objectives: 

. Determine the dependence of the i.ucipient soot limit on 
reactor mass flo~< 

o Evaluate the effect of m~-xture inlet temperature 

• Investigate the behavior of gas species at the incipient 
soot formation limi~ 

Figure 1 illustrates the dependence of the incipient soot forma- 
tion limit o:~ reactor inlet mixnure'flo%- rate. Data ~as obtained by testing 
at increasing equivalence ratio increments of 0.i. Results presented 
represent an equivalence ratio value midway bet~,'ean test points at which 
~'e began to observe soot. The flow rate effect appears to be significant 
with soot limit equivalence ratio increasing from 1.85 to 2.25 over the 
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FIGURE i" 

InCipient Soot Limit Equivalence Katlo pepend.auce 
or Mass Flow for Ethylege-Air Combus,Z~on 

(Inlet Temperature .= 25°C) 
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flow range tested. ~nis is an interesting observation in that at the lower 
flo~: rate conditioils the equivalence ratio for incipient soot approaches 
the accepted premixed lamimar flame value of 1.8. It can be postulated 
that residence time effects--the effect of reduced burnedness as reactor 
loading is increased--are important::to ethylene's soot formation process 
in the well m~xed situation. 

Data presented in Table 1 indicate that the t~perature effect 
on the incipient soot limit is not measurable over the range of ethylene 
air combustion co:~ditions investigated during~this reporting period. 
Wright (Ref. i) reported a continuous decrease in incipient soot O/C:wirh 
increasing temperature but considered a broader range of temperatures and 
identified the critical O/C $y observing flame color. It has been our 
observation that ethylene is a difficult fuel to study in soot formation 
investigation. Compared with~toluene, for ex~cple, very small amounts 
of soot are formed. A notable t~mperature effect observed during this 
testing was that the darkness of the filter observed at the lowest sooting 
equivalence ratio increased with mixture inlet temperature. At 25°C the 
darkness of the soot deposit was very slight with increasing darkness as 
temperature was elevated. Another observation %'as tha~ beyond the soot 
limit equivalence ratio the soot deposit on =he filter became darker and 
then lighter as =he blowout m~=ture ratio was approached. 

Gas species at the incipien~ !i~-it were determined for ethylene- 
air mixtures at 250C and a number of air mas& flows. Figure 2 illustrates 
typical results for the incipient soot limit behavior of ethylene air 
mixtures at an air flow rate of 160 g/min at 25=C. The portions of fuel 
carbon converted to CO, CO2, and total hydrocarbons for these same condi- 
tions are illustrated in Figure 3. As indicated, CO is by far the predominant 
species. 

Toluene Sooting Characteristics 

The sooting characteristics of toluene were also studied during 
this past quarter. Results presented belo~:, concern the followLng: 

• Effect of reactor mass flo-& on sooting limit 

• Behavior of gas phase species at sooting conditions 

• Dependence of soot production on ex-perime~tal conditions 

The incipie=t soot limit: behavior of toluene was determin~ as 
a function of inlet mass flow. in contrast w--th observations made with 
ethylene as the fuel~ no distinct relationship between the incipient soot 
limit and inlet mass flow was uncovered. Using the technique described 
in the second Technical Progress Report--leanest operation at which a 
soiled filter was observed--the limit was consistently found to be 1-35. 
Note that this is much leaner than for the case of ethylene combustion 
where the incipient limit equivalence ra~io w-as found to be 1.95 at these 
co ndi ~ions. 
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TABLE 1 

Incipient Soot Limit Dependence on Inlet Temperature 
for ~ E th~!eneTAir C~mbugtion 

(~aiz " 1i0 g/m.¢.n) 

T~D._.._.~. ~ ~ 0__._ 2 Z C__.~O ~ CO 2 % ~.___q 

.2.5 °C ! ~ 9 5  ~:- ~ .2=:  25~2= =3.45 5 . 0  

I06°C 1.85 2.4 26.7 3.70• 3.2 

200°C 1.95 3.3 28.1 2.95 :4.3 

300°C 1.95 3.1 29.8" 2.80 3.4 



FIGURE 2 

Gas Phase Spueles Near the Ethylene Inelpient Soot Lim£t 
(Air Flow ~ 160. B/min, Inlet Temperature = .25°C) _ 
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~[GURE q 

DLstrlbutlon of Fuel Carbon WLthLn Exhaust Product. Neac [ncLple~t 
Soot Limit (Air Flow = 160 ~,/n,i~L~ £nlet Temperature = 2~0C) _ 
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Gaseous species~concentrations at the soot limit for the 3000C, 
112.5 gm/S condition are: 

= 1.35 

% 02=1.8 
7. CO = 15.1 

% CO 2 = 8.0 
ZKC = 0.2 

Z E20 = 7.1 
% H 2 = 3.4 

H20 and H 2 values are calculated by assuming>-ater-gas equilibrium and 
parfor=ing a hydrogen balance calculation befween inlet mixture and combus- 
tion products. By appropriate consideration of reac=or hea~ loss 
characteristics these data can also be u=ilized to determine reactor gas 
temperature ~hich was calculated to be 3215°F. Because of this high 
=emperature at the soot limit it was not possible to experimentally deter- 

: mine species behavior for equivalence ratios much lower than 1.30. Leaner 
operation would have resulted in temperatures which exceed reactor material 

limitations (3400"F). Measurements have been made at ¢=1.30 and at the 
highly sooting conditions for equivalence ratios greater than 1.30. 

Figure 4 illustrates the nature of gas phase species present at 
equivalence ratios at and beyond 1.35. Tnese data were obtained at an 
inlet te=perature of 300°C with an inlet air flow of 112.5 gm/min. The 
plot illustrates typical gas p~zse behavior by displaying the portions 
of fuel carbon converted to CO, C02, and ~otal hydrocarbons.~ As with 
ethylene, CO is the predominant specie. A substantial difference in 
ccmparison with e~hylene behavior is the variation of total hydrocarbons 
a~ the soot limit. ~ ~inile substantial amounts of hydrocarbons were present 
~ith ethylene at equivalence ratios below the limit, zoluene sooting 

commences %,ith the initial presence of hydrocarbons in the reactor. 

Soot production was determined at these same conditions. Data 
are obtai=ed by:adding the .=_mount of mass collected on :a filter in the 
measurement system to that which deposited at the entrance to the probe. 
This latter amount is carefully removed from the probe tip with a fine 
w-lre and placed on the soiled filter before final weighing. Tense measure- 
ments correspond to the soot production fo_K- a known volume of exhaust gas 

~bei~g passed through the system (usually i0 £). F.eduction of this data 
yields the mg soot produced per standard liter of exhaust product. 

Typical results ~ ~ e sho~ in Figure 5. These data ~cor-.'espond 
to operation at air mass flows of 50 and !!2.5 Era/rain and at an-inle~ 
m/_xture temperature of 300=C. Note tha= while the incipient soot limit 
was not sign//icantly affected by mass flow, the soot production was sub- 
stantially less at the lower air mass flow condition. 

The results of Figure 5 indicate ~hat soot production increases 

very significantly as the ~mixture equivalence ratio increases. However, 
translation of the data in Figure 5 to fraction of fuel carbon or soot 
ir~dicates that, even at the worst condition, less than 1% of the fuel 
carbon is converted to soot. 



F [GURE t+ 

DAstrfbutlon o[ Fuel Carbou WAthiu Exhaust, 
P~oducts Beyond Inc£p!onL Soot Limit for Toiuetlo-A[r Co~ibust£on 
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i=p~cr::nn differences between z~---~t formm_nion .-.roce~.s of e:hy!er, e a.nd 
to!~ne: - 

a) Toluene soots at a much . . . .  lowr-- equivalence ratio (I ~,~"~ th~n 
et'~"IL.j_¢n~- • (1.95) and ~ha ~.o~:.nt of soot formed "~:~-,~n" ° G" beyond 
ghe ir,~_ipien~_ limit is much !arge~. 

b) The incipient soot limit for ethylene was found go vary 
with ma:.~ flou, bur =his was not the cas~_ for tolrene. 

• "'- "', " ~-~ of hydro- c) In the case of ('2":$ co~bmszion$ s±~n].f__~._ amounts 

carbons (-3-57. as C.;[4~! ~ ",:ere presen. ~ a.- eq,-ivalence razios 
leaner than ~he zoot finis bug wiKh ~o]uene the incipient 
soot limit corren~.gnded aDDroxi_~.a.~ely ~o ~he equivalence 

- . ..- ° 

ratio-.~or the initial, presence of hydrocarbons in the combus- 
tion produc~s. : : 

< S6~Lci,~.Charac~erlstics of ~ 

• These observatior?s'~-dlc--.~e a fund~_~.en~al difference in the soot 
form.as/on_re_mechanisms for C2![ 4 and C~HbUF.3--_,nder uhe strongly bac~u~.ixed • 
conditio-ns~of~th~ je ~ - s~_i_~r-ed co,pus:or. The~f_~-~._of our origin.'lly- 
proposed approach .-/-quasi-global cqaracteriza~ion of" soo£" fD~9~iqn 
characteristics based on hydrocarbon ~ype--is s,-,pporged by thes -~'fi~,~in~s. 

In order to~further develop this conceD£ it is necessary ~o screen a large - 
ntu~ber of other fue_l typcz ~o de~ermine ~-nesher they :behave lihe C2H&~ 

C6HbCH 3 or have s o~oc: formafion characteri=$ics dis=ihct!y ~ifferent" ~han 
C2N 4 or C61ibCH 3. 

The first ~.;o hydro<car.hens s~udied were hexane and iso-oczane. 
~t ~¢as not possible to reach sootihs, conditions wi~h either of these 
fuels as rich blo-~ou~ was reached prO_or to the onset of soo~ for~%ation. 

Nevercheless, it ~,as determined that t~ey behaved in a manner simil~r to 
~hat of eth}-lene--rich combustion resulting ~n substantialproduction of - 
hydrocarbons could occur without soot formation, l"nese result:; were 
obtained at an air flow of 112.5 gm/min, and a m~-:ture in.let temperature 
of 300°C. 

-: Conditions for additional fuel screeni~.g studies were established. 
Tests using thi s :proceduEe :;i!l involve the balance o:f the Kest fuels 
listed in Techmical ~rogress Report No. 2, a number Of pure fuel blends, 
and ~ actual com_m~ercial fuels. The objective of the screening studies is to 
E>?;~rally characterize soo~ formatiom, characteristics of each fuel, 
es-p~cially with respect to similarities bet~'ee~ these fuels and either : 

..... $cl uene or e~hylene, Soot production and gas species will be de~ermined 
at the-f~llo'~ih~ conditions. 

Inlet Tem-pe~-~-tur e = 300°C 
~ "" Air .~ss Flo,..~--~II~.5 gm/min 
Equivalence P~tios: Determi.~e-I?.=iDient Limit (I.L.) 

• ~ ~ . . L . . +  0 . 2  . . . . .  "~-~'- - 

I.L. +'0.4 :~ 
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?to,cut and 1.ean O?era.~in~ ~--- 

Lean blowou= limits and CO concentra=ions in the combus=ion 
proiuc~s a= fuel lean operation have been experimentally de=ermined for 

C2H A and C6HbCH 3. These results will be of v~!ue in developing quasi- 
global models of hydrocarbon combustion under well-mixed conditions. 
In addition, data have been acquired for ~o reactor sizes, 1.5 and 2- 
inch diama=er reaction vo!uza. These results uill be analyzed for indication 
of surface effects which may impact the global chemistry being s~udied. 

Qualitative explanations of blo~ou= and carbon monoxide concen- 
tration data for lean operation ethylene-air combustion were developed. 
Lean bloc:cut results for the 1.5 and 2-1nch reactor were evaluated 
with respect ~o the hea~ transfer characteristics of =he =wo devices. 
Since the 2-inch desigu hzs less resis=ance to heat transfer, it is less 
adiabatic (loses more heat) and should have a higher blowout equivalenae 
re=do for the sate 6/V, mass flow normalized by reactor volume. This agrees 
~i~h Lhe data. As mass flow is increased through either reactor, =he 
fraction of input fuel energy which is lost ~hrough the walls decreases 
and =he difference between the blo~cou~ equivalence ratios for the two 
reactors should diminish as 6 increases (see the following figure). This 
also agrees ~Ith the data and provides an exaellent qualitative explanation 
of our results. 

B!o~ ou~ ¢ 

~1.5" Reactor 

> £/v 

Further quantification in terms of blowout reactor temperature viil be 
perfo.~-aed ~o verify =he chemical similarity Between the two reactors of 
different geometry. The foll~:i~ug plot might be developed to examine this 

ques=ion. 

Reactor 
Temperature 
@ b!o-~ out 
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Reactcr rcapera~ure will be calcu!a~ed from gas analysis daua and will 
hc d ireczly m~asuzed. P!atinum/Pia~inum-] 3% Khodi~m thermoco~p2es ware 
5~stai!ed during this :$epor~ing period to detern[ne reactor ~emperazure 
and t~peratu:'e of the refractory an a radial position close to ~he reactor 
internal ~:all. Chrom,:l-al~mel ~heruoaoup!ez are being u~ilizEd to dater- 
mTn~ an internal ~efnactory temperanure in ~he upper hemisphere of nhe 
JGC and reactor outside surface ~emperatures. The in~ernal refractory 
and outride surface te=pera~ures will provide ~ direct assessmen~ of 
reacto~ heat loss ~o provide improved accuracy for reactor ~e~,perazures 

caleb:fated by ga~ analysis. 

A qua!itative explanation ~as also developed for the exp=ri=en- 
~ally de~rm[n~d re!a~ionzhip of CO in the combusblon produc~s ~o fuel-elf 
ratio. Kesu!t~ for lean e~hyl~ne and ~oiuene combustion show a minima at 
¢= 0.5 for constant inlet temperature and air f!o~ operation. ~le lower 
e~luiva!ence ratios sho~ CO Increases resulting from lower reactor tempera- 
~ur~ operation as the b!owuut limit ~s reached. At the higher equivalence 
ratios, :~o factors cause CO increases. Fi£s=, ~he higher t~perature 
causes a density decrease uhich reduces residence ti=e and h~nce combustlon 
efficiency. Secondly, equilibrium CO is much higher at the Incre~sed 
tempernture ~hich i=p!ies than very effective consumption of CO is i=peded 
aT the higher temperatures. 

~nalytica! Dey=Iop>ents 

Devel0;,ment o~ quasi-global analyses for a!zernate fuels charac- 
terization was conducted at a reduced level of effort in the thir~ quarter 
of thi~ firs~ contract year. This:war done to preserve resources assigned 
to SAI for a more concerted analytical effort ~o be conducged wiuh =he 
entire package of EK&E data which will be available in July- 

~rea ~: 

Activity during this period was concentrated in three primary 

Comparison of =he existing quasi-global model with avail- 
able data 

• Extension of the quasi-global model 

• ObTaining comparisons between calculated re@~l~s and jet 
stirred combustor data -- 

In order to continue the effort aimed at establishing the limits 
of validity of the current quasl-global model~ the range of possible fuels 
allowed for in the current quasi-global code was expanded. Included in the 
additional fuels was hex~ne, for %~nich experinen=alignitiundelay results 
were included in the report by Glassman, et al (Ref. 2). Co=puta~ions 
for comparison with these data have been carried out and are being analyzed 
in conjunction with earlier results. 
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The mu!$is~ep quasi-global model ~as usei to compute res,,~ts 
for propane fuel for comparison with earlier compu~a=ions. ~nese computa- 

tions ~ere carried ou~ by reducing -~ ~ ~-; .... . 
• . .... z ..... cF model to a single-step 

model (i.e., the additional steps were zeroed ou~) in or6er ~o insure ~hat 

the basic formula:ion of the multistep model ~as compatible ~ith the single- 
step quasi-global model. The multistep model uas shouz to properly reduce 

to the single-step formulation, reprc!ucin E the results obtained %~th ~he 

single-szep model. 

Effort ~as also concennra~ed cn obnaining comparisons of calcu- 
lamed r=su!t= made using the existing quasi-global model, for the stirred 
comBustor configuration, ~i~h data obnained under this program. Interest 
is centered on de=er=ining condi=ions under which th~ carbon monoxide 
verzus fuel-air ratio trends observed in nhe experiments are reproduced 

by ~he eompuned results. 
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